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A B S T R A C T

Information is the driving force of businesses because it can ensure the ability of knowledge and prediction. The railway industry produces a huge amount of data, with the proper processing of them and the use of innovative technology, there is the possibility of beneficial information to be provided which constitute the deciding factor for the correct decision making. Safety is the railway comparative advantage that has to be reinforced by each business administration while making the optimum decisions. The main purpose of this paper is the investigation of the most important dysfunctions that arise in a train and can cause its immobilization at the main passenger rail, resulting in huge delays of conducting the routes setting the passengers at risk. Afterwards the total of malfunctions is assessed and the most important, potentially, malfunction is assessed, so as the executives of the Greek Railway company to plan and redefine the processes and the initial plan of the predictive maintenance. This paper demonstrates the effort of implementing innovative applications by making use of methods from the rapidly developed field of Data Mining to the Greek Railway Company that uses obsolete procedures for the control of the trains’ functionality in order to investigate the data for the provision of specialized information which will be used as a tool for the faster, more accurate and precise decision making. This decision making approach is based on a specific algorithm’s design in order to automatically detect faults and make periodic maintenance of trains easier. Holistic approach is performed in the management of real data from the Greek railway industry and a predictive model of Machine Learning is developed, for the optimization of the management’s performance of the trains reinforcing the strategic target of the railway industry which is the transportation of citizens with safety and comfort.

1. Introduction

Businesses are more and more using sets of data in order to conduct their decisions. Developments in the field of Data Mining and the Machine Learning are expected to predominate in 2020 and to create, within the next decade, significant opportunities to all the companies [1]. The emerging technologies change the way that businesses collect and extract useful information from the data [2]. The Data Mining is an effective method for the analysis of a huge amount of collected data that extracts useful information. The Machine Learning is a field that was developed by the artificial intelligence and assists planning and development of algorithms and the eution of the performance related to empirical-operational data [3]. The railway industries are a field the performance of which progressively depends on their ability to extract information from complex sets of data and take the optimum action in real time [4]. The Data mining in conjunction with the Machine Learning has the capacity to improve the operational progress raising the level of efficiency in decision making and the overall procedures [5].

The railway is a system of passengers’ and merchandise transportation with wheeled vehicles (trains) that roll on rails. The railways as a mean of transport is defined by three components, the functioning utilization, the infrastructure, and the rolling stock. With the term rolling stock we refer to all kinds of vehicles pulled or driven on rails that perform railway transports [6]. The Railway Rolling Stock is a complicated system the smooth operation of which plays a leading role on the exploitation of the rail system and is subject to progressive lesions (wears, erosions, malfunctions
etc.) and therefor it is obliged to accept interventions of restoration – maintenance in order to ensure reliability, availability and security of its circulation [7]. The high quality of maintenance services of the rolling stock is an essential precondition for the smooth function of the whole railway system. The predictive models of machine learning are able to provide the management of railway industries with the appropriate information that will assist on making decisions for the restart of the process restoration - maintenance of rolling stock aiming to the increase of its reliability- effectiveness as well as the minimization of hazards and cost [8].

2. Problem Statement

For the smooth and orderly operation of the railway network necessary requirement is to avoid train immobilization on the main passenger track which can cause a traffic stop and consequently great delays in itineraries conduct and naturally question the most important goal, which is the passengers’ safety [9] [10].

In this research work it is presented a method in order to optimize the management of the Greek Railway Company STAS.Y. S.A. The prediction, diagnosis and the dealing with malfunctions that can immobilize a train in the main passenger track is the purpose of the application. It is trying to discover – detect which malfunction or malfunctions combined are capable of immobilizing a train. The effort of this research focuses on the way the application of Data Mining for the construction of a predictive model of Machine Learning which will be used as a tool for the output of useful results to the management in order to ensure faster and right decisions. The model of machine learning will meaningfully assist in the infrastructure and the improvement of the maintenance of trains, in the effective detection of malfunctions and the simplification of the programming relevant to the train traffic.

3. Theoretical background

3.1 Machine learning

Machine learning is a branch of artificial intelligence that covers the study or the construction of systems able to “learn” from a multitude of data. Machine learning comprises a field of information technology and belongs to the wider sector of artificial intelligence [11]. Algorithms of machine learning can learn from data and make predictions for new data that have not been dealt with.

3.2 Supervised learning

Supervised learning is a section of Machine learning and it is defined as the process of an algorithm constructing a function that depicts given inputs to known desired outputs, with ultimate aim to apply a model of prediction to new data that have not been seen before. It is used with problems of classification, prediction, and interpretation [12]. The creation of a model of prediction, which is necessary for the construction of a mechanism in order to make decisions or calculations, is achieved with supervised learning.

3.3 Data mining

The data mining is one of the stages of the process Knowledge Discovery in Databases – KDD. The assignments that are carried out at this stage incorporate algorithm applications for the construction of algorithmic models emphasizing on the discipline of Machine Learning [13]. Data mining is defined as the process of constructing a categorization model or prediction, with the use of algorithms aiming at the description and the prediction of data set for the production of exportable potentially useful knowledge.

3.4 Classification

Classification is one of the basic techniques of Mining Data, considered to be the most popular process because of the abundance of the effective applications. It is about a predictive technique aiming at the construction of a predictive model applying classification algorithms to present data and it is more easily translated than compared with the models which produce other techniques of data mining [14]. Classification is defined as the process of evaluating the most probable value a dependent variable will take, based on the already known data from the independent value of a known data set in order to predict a nominal discrete value. The classification algorithms are divided in five methods, Classification with Decision Trees, Classification with Neural Networks, Classification with Bayes Criteria, Classification with Support Vector Machines, and Classification with k – Nearest Neighbors [15].

3.5 Decision Trees.

The Decision Trees is one of the most widely known method of classification. It is one of the techniques of Machine Learning the construction of which is aiming at, the sequential split of a set of observations into subsets. It is easily apprehended by people because it applies simple representations for the classification of examples, and it is often used in the mining data sector [16]. The basic purpose of the Decision Trees is the prediction of the variable value that is trained by data created by other independent variables [17].

- Algorithm ID3 There are various algorithms for the data classification and the forecasting using the Decision Tree method, but the Iterative Dichotomies or ID3 has predominated along with its subsequent developments, the C4.5 and its commercial version C5.0 [18]. Its main characteristic is that it presupposes the existence of nominal fields only creating a tree with multiple courses (top down) that uses nodes with categorical variables which attract great sets of data at the beginning in order to be minimized during their courses.
The Gain Ration sets the rules, it regularizes the information gain as to the entropy. The Gain Ration improves the precision and minimizes the complexity of the trees [19]. An additional important difference between the two algorithms is that the ID3 produces a tree with multiple courses that uses nodes the categorical variables whereas the C4.5 can use a field of number signs setting border lines in order to split the data whether they are above the limit, under the limit or on the limit.

3.6 Weka

The WEKA is a software of Machine Learning of open source, its name comes from the initials Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis and it is used for Mining Data. It was developed at the University of Waikato in New Zealand and its development goes on from an international team of programmers [20]. It is publicly available according to the license terms GNU General Public License, which allows users its execution but also the making of free changes in the software and its wide acceptance [21]. WEKA provides graphical user interfaces which allow its application to users which don’t provide knowledge of programming and it is capable of installing in all modern software platforms because it is written in Java programming language [22]. The software suit WEKA enables the preparation and visualization of the data and provides various techniques of knowledge extraction from data as the classification, clustering, association rules mining, and prediction [23]. The use of WEKA software is encountered in a great number of scientific papers and many books with the graphical reproduction of algorithms contributes to the analysis of data and the construction of predictive models.

4. Related work

In the present section of this work are briefly presented relevant researches and experiments regarding the techniques of machine learning, with the use or not of software WEKA aiming at data mining and prediction and they constitute the starting point for the development of a smart supporting tool of innovative processes. In the meanwhile, a comparison of machine learning models, which have been used in various transport sectors, takes place for the prevention and diagnosis of malfunctions in order to make the best decisions.

The article [24] refers to the detection and diagnosis of faults in parts of the rails of the railway network. It acknowledges that faults in railway tracks can cause catastrophic consequences to the passengers’ safety. It presents a methodology for the in time detection of abnormalities in parts of the rails using sound data that have been collected by a rail vehicle model NS-AM Sehwa Company in Daejeon, South Korea, on the 1st of January 2016. Two different experiments take place (one for the total of data and one for the data characterized faulty) with the use of SVM algorithm at the WEKA software. The results show that the system allows the effective detection and precise diagnosis of malfunctions that exceed 94.1%. The proposed method provides reliable means of investigation of the railways for the comprehension of the railway conditions.

This research [25] refers to the use of Apriori algorithm and to clustering algorithm of WEKA tool that are applied to a set of data for road accidents at the area Alghat that belongs to the town Riyadh Province, in Saudi Arabia. The aim of this research is to find new approaches and new rules of connection between the set of movement data using the WEKA tool in order to discover new factors that cause road accidents. The study acknowledges that the software of machine learning WEKA is a very useful tool for mining data, which allows the user to choose from various algorithms and to compare them, in order to accurately reach the demanding results.

In addition, in the traffic accidents analysis based on the algorithm C4.5 using the WEKA software of machine learning refers to the article [26]. The study acknowledges that the data mining contributes to the prevention of accidents and the safety management of traffic. The research was held in China, in a part of Wenzhou motorway which is located in the central part of Zhejiang province connecting Lishui town with Wenzhou and it was based on the traffic accidents data from 2006 to 2013. Using a Decision Tree and applying the algorithm C4.5 to WEKA the effect of various factors which affect an accident was tested. The model that was created can effectively handle large sets of data and achieve total precision of prediction 80% having as a result to be considered a method compatible of traffic control.

The article [27] refers to the investigation of the use of algorithms of machine learning in shipping. It assesses the smart predictive methods in two stroke low speed marine engine aiming to the effective tracking and classification of the faults/malfunctions displayed since the in time tracking of the malfunction secures the nonstop rhythm of the ship but also less consumption of fuels. The potential that the tool of mining data WEKA offers is used for the application of the optimum predictive tracking and prediction system of faults/ failures. The experimental research was based on the collection and processing of engine data MAN BW 7860MC using the engines’ simulator of the Faculty of Engineers and Merchant Academy of Aspropirgos / Greece. The methods presented showed that they provide reliable diagnostic tools setting the method “AdaBoost”, as the right choice with rate 96.5%.

The reference [28] applies four techniques of machine learning for the automatic prediction of traffic maintenance using functions and historical records. Its purpose is to create a list of prioritizing tasks in order to avoid its future decline. The case study was held at the Portuguese motorway network of 539 km total length managed by the Infraestruturas de Portugal Company and four techniques of machine learning DT; KNN, SVM and ANN were used for the optimum selection in making decisions. The results show that with enforced data base from historical facts a satisfying model of prediction is provided for the avoidance of adverse future conditions in the motorway network.

The article [29] refers to the prediction of airline routes delay with the use of machine learning. It recognized factors that are able to cause delay in flights (e.g. visibility, temperature, wind strength,
age and type of aircraft) the techniques of machine learning were applied (decision tree, k-means, J48, random forest and Bayesians classification) for the prediction of delay and the size of the incident. The tests wereheld on American flights data and on a big Iranian airlines network. With the methodology suggested the estimations for the flights’ delay reaches more than 70% precision in the U.S.A and Iran.

The doctoral thesis [30] aims to the investigation of the possibilities of a ship to reduce fuel consumption of pollutant emissions based on the data from machine records. It presents results in order to save energy using tools of machine learning in real conditions. The data comes from machines’ records of the cruise ship M/S Birka Stockholm in the Baltic Sea during four journeys between the years 2014 and 2015. Using algorithms and the method of supervised learning with the regression technique and the results showed that there is satisfying prediction ability of fuel consumption. The main conclusion of the doctoral thesis is that the data from a ship’s tasks can be used for the observation of maintenance and performances but also to provide a solid base for the construction of a model that will improve energetically and functionally the performance of a ship.

5. Data set and Pre-Processing

The data of the present Case Study came from the informative system BAAN – RSD that the STA.SY S.A. uses and especially the Sector of the Rolling Stock Line 1 (former ISAP). The initial set of data with no processing contained 1000 instances and 24 attributes. The useful – exploitable data were derived from data bases of the company using SQL questions and were extracted in Excel spreadsheet format, which contained fundamental data – information (480 instances and 8 attributes) for the trainsets condition in a 6month period from 1/6/2019 to 31/12/19.

Table 1: Attributes Considered

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a/s</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Explanations of attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Number of trainsets</td>
<td>It includes coding of all the trainsets and aims at its coordinate observation and recording.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Date’s coding</td>
<td>It includes the date that the trainsets were received and started their operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Operational system</td>
<td>It includes the operating levels of the trainset that are divided based on the equipment used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Subsystem</td>
<td>It includes the subsystem of the equipment of the trainset with the same features.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Indications</td>
<td>It includes the probable problem of the trainset in an operative system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Failure</td>
<td>It includes the problem that sets the trainset out of order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Kilometres</td>
<td>It includes the kilometres travelled of a trainset from one maintenance to the other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Restoration of the failure</td>
<td>It includes the way that the problem was dealt with using specialized alternatives.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The addition / improvement or delete / extraction of inappropriate information from the set of data, with appropriate criteria is the necessary precondition for the creation of a satisfying data base, appropriate to the research [31]. The appropriate criteria to be met are:

- The antiquity of the trainsets (dates arranged in year and months of the delivery of the trainsets.
- Malfunctions that set in dispute the most significant target of the railways which is the passenger’s safety.
- The gravity of the malfunctions affects the traffic of the trainsets.
- The periodicity of the malfunctions that the trainsets face.

The process continued with the discretion of the data from Excel spreadsheet applying special filters that are based on the appropriate criteria. The failures that arise and are capable of causing malfunction to the traffic of the trainsets are:

- Main switch overcurrent cut-off (code: SWITCH)
- Door malfunction (code: DOOR)
- Generator failure (code: GENERATOR)
- Braking during course (code: BRAKING)

Figure 2: Results for malfunctions to the traffic of the trainsets

The braking during course (code: BRAKING) is divided in crucial (code: A) the cause of the failure is elicited from the malfunction of the engine of the vehicle and simple (code: B) the cause of the failure is elicited from the electronic display unit of the trainset.

Figure 3: Results for malfunctions for braking during course

The number of repetitions, the importance of the failures that are able to cause malfunction to the traffic of the trainsets, during the 6month period of time, also defined the periodicity of the malfunctions.
The result of discrimination in the division of the initial data in categories that can be easily apprehended and create a new base of data with malfunctions leading to immobilize a trainset on the main passengers’ track.

The criteria for the selection of the appropriate method and the optimum techniques of machine learning – data mining is:

- The correctness / reliability of the data
- The amount of data
- The suitability of data
- The dynamic performance of data
- The constant update
- The readjustment (with the entry of new data)
- The satisfactory response to the research
- The definition of the objective purpose

In the scientific – investigative research in order to find a predictive model that will pinpoint which malfunction or malfunctions combined (generator failure, main switch overcurrent cut-off, door malfunction and braking during course) are able to immobilize a trainset, the Categorizing method is advised (data mining technique). Therefore, the next step is the selection and application of the appropriate Categorizing method. In the present study case, the method applied for the creation of a predictive model and malfunction diagnosis that meets the appropriate criteria is the method of decision tree using the algorithm C4.5. The techniques above are provided by the software of machine learning WEKA.

6. Data Processing

The operation of WEKA software requires specific file formats. The WEKA software converts and saves an ARFF file the data base that contains all the data that will be used [32].

Afterwards the immediate presentation of data takes place in the form of diagrams

- The first table GENERATOR presents in red the immobilization of a trainset after “generator failure” malfunction, whereas in blue when the “generator failure” malfunction does not result in immobilizing the trainset. They are additionally presented, in order, the choices of frequency malfunctions “SPARSE”, “FREQUENT”, and “MODERATE”.
- The second table SWITCH presents in red the immobilization of a trainset after “main switch overcurrent cut-off” malfunction does not result in immobilizing the trainset. They are additionally presented the choices of frequency malfunctions “SPARSE”, “FREQUENT”, and “MODERATE”.
- The third table DOORS presents in red the immobilization of a trainset after a “door malfunction”, whereas in blue when the “door malfunction” does not result in the immobilization of a train set. They are additionally presented, in order, the choices of frequency malfunctions “SPARSE”, “FREQUENT”, “MODERATE”.

Afterwards the immediate presentation of data takes place in the form of diagrams

- The first table GENERATOR presents in red the immobilization of a trainset after “generator failure” malfunction, whereas in blue when the “generator failure” malfunction does not result in immobilizing the trainset. They are additionally presented, in order, the periodicity malfunctions “SPARSE”, “FREQUENT”, “MODERATE”.
- The second table SWITCH presents in red the immobilization of a trainset after “main switch overcurrent cut-off” malfunction does not result in immobilizing the trainset. They are additionally presented the choices of frequency malfunctions “SPARSE”, “FREQUENT”, and “MODERATE”.
- The third table DOORS presents in red the immobilization of a trainset after a “door malfunction”, whereas in blue when the “door malfunction” does not result in the immobilization of a train set. They are additionally presented, in order, the choices of frequency malfunctions “SPARSE”, “FREQUENT”, and “MODERATE”.
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• The fourth table BRAKING presents overall immobilizations of trainsets, in red the immobilization of a trainset after the "braking during course" malfunction, and in blue when the "braking during course" malfunction does not result in immobilizing the trainset. It is additionally presented in red the significance of the malfunction "A" or "B".

• The fifth table presents the results of the immobilization or not of a trainset, in blue the non-immobilization of a trainset, whereas in red the immobilization of a trainset.

Figure 7: Data in the form of charts

The results after the completion of the algorithm are the following:

--- Run information ---

| Scheme: | weka-classifiers.trees.J48 -C 0.25 -M 2 |
| Relation: | ENGLISH-weka.filters.unsupervised.attribute.Remove-R1 |
| Instances: | 10 |
| Attributes: | 5 |
| GENERATOR |
| SWITCH |
| DOORS |
| BRAKING |
| PROBLEM-STANDSTILL |

Test mode: evaluate on training data

--- Classifier model (full training set) ---

J48 pruned tree

-------------

SWITCH = SPARSE: NO (2.0)
SWITCH = FREQUENT: YES (5.6/2.0)
SWITCH = MODERATE: YES (3.4)

Number of Leaves: 3
Size of the tree: 4

Time taken to build model: 0 seconds

Figure 8: Run information of the algorithm

Figure 9: The result of the algorithm

The WEKA software creates – visualizes the requested decision tree

After the completion of the algorithm the conclusion that arises is that the "main switch" is the most important of malfunctions, which leads to the immobilization of a trainset. Setting the constant of antiquity to the algorithm an additional decision tree appears, whereas the root of the tree remains the same.

Figure 10: The output of C4.5 tree.

From the final decision tree, the outcome is that the most important problem for the immobilization of a trainset is the
malfunction of the “main switch” and the antiquity of the trainset follows.

If another occasional option of the WEKA software is used, like the random tree it seems that the decision tree is different, which means that the software cannot decide which malfunction or combination of malfunctions will immobilize the trainset.

During the pre-processing of data (figure 2) were presented the main malfunctions which affect the train movement and are capable of immobilizing the train at the main passenger rail. The malfunctions Main switch overcurrent cut-off (code: SWITCH), Door malfunction (code: DOOR), Generator failure (code: GENERATOR), Braking during course (code: BRAKING) appeared on every train in 25% each. The malfunction Braking during course (code: BRAKING) (figure 3) which is divided into crucial (code: A) and simple (code: B) appeared in a 6-month period as simple (code: B) 6 times and as crucial (code: A) 4 times. The periodicity of malfunctions (figure 4) in each train is not the same. Table 3 depicts the periodicity of each malfunction in every train.

### Table 3: Periodicity-Malfunction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRAIN</th>
<th>GENERATOR</th>
<th>SWITCH</th>
<th>DOOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No 1</td>
<td>Repetition from 20 to 30 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 20 to 30 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 20 to 30 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No 2</td>
<td>Repetition from 20 to 30 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 20 to 30 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 1 to 9 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No 3</td>
<td>Repetition from 20 to 30 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 1 to 9 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 10 to 19 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No 4</td>
<td>Repetition from 10 to 19 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 10 to 19 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 20 to 30 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No 5</td>
<td>Repetition from 1 to 9 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 20 to 30 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 20 to 30 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No 6</td>
<td>Repetition from 1 to 9 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 20 to 30 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 1 to 9 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No 7</td>
<td>Repetition from 20 to 30 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 20 to 30 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 1 to 9 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No 8</td>
<td>Repetition from 20 to 30 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 10 to 19 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 10 to 19 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No 9</td>
<td>Repetition from 1 to 9 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 10 to 19 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 10 to 19 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No 10</td>
<td>Repetition from 10 to 19 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 20 to 30 times</td>
<td>Repetition from 20 to 30 times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results provide useful – necessary information, for the research conduction:

- The dysfunctions of the train can be pinpointed and immobilize the train are four: Main switch overcurrent cut-off (code: SWITCH), Door malfunction (code: DOOR), Generator failure (code: GENERATOR), Braking during course (code: BRAKING) The importance of each malfunction is the same with 25%.
The malfunction Braking during course (code: BRAKING), is divided into crucial (code: A) and simple (code: B) and appears 10 times in total.

The frequency of each malfunction Door malfunction, Generator failure, Main switch overcurrent cut-off in each train is different but equally important.

After the data analysis and processing with the use of WEKA software (figure 10 and figure 11) arises:

- From the four main and equivalent malfunctions, the most important malfunction, in potential, on which the executives of a company must focus is the Main switch overcurrent cut-off (code: SWITCH) and after that the trains’ antiquity which is not referred as a dysfunction but it exists as data.
- The prediction which takes place for the most important malfunction, potentially, which can immobilize a train in the main passenger rail, offers to the executives of the company the opportunity to focus on the functional systems of the train related to the main switch, rescheduling the plan of predictive maintenance.

With the use of the Machine Learning software (WEKA) the most important factors which immobilize a trainset on the main passengers’ rail were investigated and pinpointed. The results that arose from the method that was used are, that the malfunction “main switch overcurrent cut-off” and then the antiquity – year of the trainset, have the greatest significance on the immobilization of a trainset.

Additionally, the combination of simplicity and the clarity of the decision trees, with the use of strict criteria, for the accuracy, the quantity, the appropriacy, and the dynamic representation of the data, confirmed the accurate use of the C4.5 algorithm giving 80% result accuracy whereas the use of the random tree algorithm, with the same criteria, did not produce any quality results.

Finally, a new process was created which can successfully classify the malfunctions in order to make a precise and accurate prediction for the immobilization of the trains on the passengers’ rail.

The suggested approach on the data analysis with the use of machine learning suggested to the STA.SY Company can develop a better method for the control of the trains’ circulation.

The creation of a machine learning template for the prediction and mining data is capable of constituting the main tool for the improvement of the process of making decisions from the management, aim to the better programming and the effective management of the maintenance of trainsets, setting as dominant priority, the passengers’ safety.

The new method of the malfunctions’ classification with the use of innovative technologies, sets as main priority the passengers’ safety eves the maintenance procedures and provides the company’s executives with new knowledge to take the right decisions planning new maintenance processes.

The Data Mining is located in the center of every “smart”, adaptive system that we can think of, and can offer huge benefits to the Railway companies. Whatever produces data, constitutes a potential target of Data mining, revealing therefor its importance and usefulness as a technology of the Future. In the meantime, the Machine Learning as a new approach to the business performances of railways, constitutes an interesting idea questioning the traditional ways procedures that were reliable in the past but now they have started showing their limitations.

8. Conclusion

In the present paper the realization of the application of machine learning took place aiming to the prediction, diagnosis and dealing with malfunctions which immobilize a trainset on the main passengers’ rail.

Detailed pre-processing of the data was carried out in the huge database provided by the Greek railway company STA.SY. S.A., resulting in the detection of malfunctions of equal importance (main device power failure, door failure, generator failure, braking during the course) capable of immobilizing the train on the main passenger rail.

Consecutively a new data base was created consisting of specialized - quality features, advantageous to the research like the trainsets’ record, the significance, and the periodicity of malfunctions.
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